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Date:

Item Section Paragraph

1 261 .102

2 261 .162

3 279 .1

4 279 .3

Comments

Each facility shall have and implement a written plan, reviewed and approved by the commission, for

the maintenance of an acceptable level of cleanliness and sanitation throughout the facility. Such plan

shall provide for: 

February 17, 2017Facility Name: San Saba Co. Jail

Overall sanitation of the cells needs immediate attention. It is apparent that the jailers are not

conducting daily inspections of the cells as the cleanliness of the living areas was

unacceptable.

Preventive maintenance, to include necessary repairs, shall be conducted to ensure a safe, secure,

and sanitary facility.

Plumbing work shall meet the requirements of the Southern Standard Building Code, or equivalent. 

Warm and cold water should be provided at all lavatories and warm water shall be provided at all 

showers. Warm water temperature shall be between 100 and 120 degrees Fahrenheit. All plumbing in 

inmate occupied areas should have quick shut off capability.

The hot water in the San Saba Co. Jail can not be adjusted and the water temperature exceeds 

120 degrees Fahrenheit as required by minimum jail standards.

Facility Security Requirements. Facility security shall be planned to protect inmates from one another, 

protect staff and visitors from inmates, and deter or prevent escapes.

The cage that protects the air conditioning unit from inmates is to remain locked at all times.  

On the day of inspection, the cage was not locked.  If the inmates kicked the window unit out of 

the window, it would be an easy means to escape custody.  As a result of the unlocked cage, a 

secured perimeter is not being maintained.

First floor

Kitchen ceiling is peeling and the are signs of a leaking roof.

Second floor

A-Cell 

There are large amounts of rust in the shower area.

There are large amounts of rust around sink and floor.

In the catwalk area around the cells, the floors have severe cracks due to settling of the 

building. Third Floor

D-Cell

A portable cot was being utilized by an inmate in the work release program.

The work release inmate was allowed to keep his personal civilian clothing in the cell. 

An inmate fell through the floor and a metal plate was put in place due to the deterioration of the 

floor.

The panel behind the toilet cannot be secured due to the deterioration of the wall.

The overall cleanliness of the cell is not acceptable.  

The floor is cracked and pieces are deteriorating where staff has attempted to patch.

The conduit along the floor is not secured.

The floor behind the toilet has deteriorated and you can see through to the second floor.
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The kitchen ceiling is showing signs of a leak in the roof.

F-Cell                                                                                                                                                                   

The walls are deteriorating to include exterior walls of the facility.

All wet areas throughout the facility are rusting.   

                                  

C-Cell

Wall deteriorating 

Coming from the third floor, the wall is separating from the door facing.

The wall is deteriorating where the toilet unit secures to the wall.


